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South Western Railway (SWR) and special guest Francis Bourgeois have unveiled a retro look for a Class
455 London commuter train.

Class 455 trains are one of TikTok star Francis Bourgeois’ favourites, and the avid trainspotter was given a
special preview of the train – number 455-868 – at SWR’s depot in Wimbledon, the home of its 455 fleet. 

Check out a video of Francis’ trip to Wimbledon Depot by clicking the link below:

Francis Bourgeois, after seeing the train for the first time since its makeover, said: “The Class 455s mean a
huge amount to me, so I am overjoyed to see the class’ heritage and service celebrated with a British Rail-
inspired blue and grey repaint on 455-868.

“When I first saw 455-868’s new appearance for the first time I was gobsmacked by the finish, attention to
detail, and also the refresh of the bogies received during it’s recent maintenance, which without the British
Rail-inspired livery is a very welcome sight on the network, but with the livery, makes an overwhelmingly
beautiful appearance!
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“Well done to all those at South Western Railway who did such a great job with this. I can’t wait to ride on
this on the network, and happily see it spontaneously on my trainspotting outings.”

The retro look, applied at SWR’s Bournemouth Depot, is inspired by the original British Rail Blue and
Minerva Grey livery that customers would have seen when the trains first arrived on the Southern Region
of the British Rail network in 1982.

To meet modern accessibility standards, some slight changes have been made, with the unit’s doors fully
painted in Minerva Grey.

SWR’s name is proudly displayed as are 12 Golden Spanners, commemorating Wimbledon Depot’s 12
award wins at the Modern Railways Golden Spanner awards, in the category of Ex-British Rail Electrical
Multiple Units.

Over the last 42 years SWR’s Class 455 fleet has carried many millions of customers across its suburban
network, serving busy stations such as London Waterloo, Guildford, Hampton Court, Kingston, Richmond,
Twickenham, Wimbledon, Windsor & Eton Riverside and Woking.

After more than four decades of hard work, the fleet will eventually retire and make way for SWR’s new, £1
billion fleet of new Arterio trains, which will become the beating heart of SWR’s suburban network.

Claire Mann, South Western Railway’s Managing Director, said: “The Class 455 fleet has worked
tremendously hard over the last 42 years. As we look to the future with the introduction of our Arterio
trains, we feel it’s only right that we celebrate their service and the people who have worked on them, and
we were delighted to show Francis this very special livery.

“The livery was painted with a great deal of care by our colleagues in Bournemouth last month, and it’s a
nod to the original paint scheme from the unit’s introduction in 1983 – though we’ve made a few
adjustments to ensure that it meets today’s standards.

“It’s a special moment for our colleagues at our Wimbledon Depot, the place this train calls home. These
colleagues work every day to keep the 455 fleet running, and their efforts are regularly recognised at the
Golden Spanner awards, something we’ve commemorated in this livery.”

The train returned to service on the SWR network on Thursday 7 March and you can view Francis’ video on
Instagram here.
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